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Chapter 1321: Both parties are satisfied (1) 

 

After Tang weiran finished speaking, she couldn’t help but secretly observe Xia ruofei’s expression. 

He was a senior executive of a large state – owned enterprise, but he felt uneasy in front of a young man 

like Xia ruofei. Wei Jianming’s words had a great impact on him. 

In addition, Xia ruofei always had a calm temperament. This temperament could not be faked, and it 

could not be cultivated by money. Tang weiran was familiar with this temperament. He was lucky 

enough to attend a high – Level dinner party in the past, and at the dinner party, a second generation 

child with a very powerful father gave him the same feeling. 

To Tang weiran’s relief, Xia ruofei finally showed a faint smile after hearing his words. 

“President Tang, it seems that the leadership of your Tongren Tang Group is quite competent,” said Xia 

ruofei.”Especially the courage to cut the knife into the inside. It’s admirable!” 

“You’re too kind, President Xia. ” Tang weiran said humbly,”I apologize to your company again on behalf 

of the group!” 

“President Tang, let’s talk about our cooperation!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Then, Xia ruofei said to Liu Qian, who was taking notes,””Liu Qian, there’s a bag of aweto samples in the 

first right drawer of my desk. Go get it for President Tang and researcher Zheng to identify.” 

“Yes, Chairman!” Liu Qian immediately put down her pen and stood up. 

Tang weiran quickly said,”President Xia, didn’t comrade Zhongming already do a full test?” I don’t think 

it’s necessary. ” 

Xia ruofei glanced at Zheng Xu, the researcher that Tang weiran had brought with her, and 

said,””Brother Lin has appraised it, but it’s better to take a look at President Tang’s side again!” 

Tang weiran didn’t bring a senior Chinese medicine researcher here just for show, right? This was a sales 

contract worth hundreds of millions of Yuan. Even if Tang weiran came with the mission to repair their 

relationship, it was impossible for her to sign it without even looking at it. 

If there were any problems in the middle, the lightest punishment would be losing one’s position, and 

the heaviest punishment might even be imprisonment for a few years. Causing the loss of state – owned 

assets was not a light crime. 

Therefore, Xia ruofei didn’t take Tang weiran’s polite words to heart. 

Tang Wei Ran awkwardly smiled and said,””Then ... Let’s also take a look at the products of the Paradise 

company!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and motioned for Liu Qian to get the bag of Cordyceps that he had left in the office as 

a sample. 



Soon, Liu Qian brought it over. It was a small sealed bag with about three or four hundred Cordyceps. 

Through the transparent sealed bag, Zheng Xu could vaguely see the Cordyceps inside, and his eyes 

couldn’t help but light up. These Cordyceps were too big. 

The strength of Tongren Hall’s Chinese Medicine Research Institute was still very strong. Some of the 

precious Chinese medicine that was difficult to buy on the market could be obtained in their Research 

Institute. After all, they were only doing research and didn’t use much. 

As a senior researcher, Zheng Xu had come into contact with many precious Chinese herbs. He had 

naturally seen many top quality wormgrass, but it was rare to see one as big as this. 

Such aweto, not to mention selling in bulk, even if a few occasionally appeared, it would be regarded as 

a treasure. 

Zheng Xu opened the sealed bag and began the appraisal with such excitement. 

Tang weiran wasn’t very good at this. He didn’t put on a show like Chen shun and didn’t participate in 

the appraisal at all. 

It was a necessary skill for a leader to leave professional things to professionals. 

Xia ruofei sat on the chair calmly. Zheng Xu’s shocked expression was within his expectations. To be 

honest, this batch of aweto had been appraised by Dr. Huang, who was brought by Lin Zhongming, the 

purchasing Specialist by Chen shun, and Zheng Xu, the researcher by Tang weiran. Xia ruofei was almost 

tired of seeing such a shocked expression. 

Tang weiran was very concerned. Although he didn’t look at the aweto, he saw Zheng Xu’s expression. 

When Zheng Xu reluctantly put down the wormgrass in his hand, Tang weiran immediately 

asked,””Elder Zheng, how is it?” 

“President Tang, it’s definitely the pure Cordyceps!” Zheng Xu exclaimed excitedly. Moreover, the 

quality of the Peter grade is much higher. It’s simply a top quality item that can only be encountered by 

luck!” 

Tang Wei Ran heaved a sigh of relief. It was fine as long as there was no problem. 

And now, not only was there no problem, but it had far exceeded his expectations. 

In fact, Wei Jianming had also said that as long as the quality of this batch of wormgrass was above the 

standard, they could buy it at a premium. Now it seemed that their quality was not only above the 

standard, but also beyond the standard. This was simply a pleasant surprise! 

Zheng Xu, on the other hand, asked with a strange expression,””President Lin, how did you guys 

negotiate? Why aren’t we taking down these wormgrass? are the people Chen shun brought blind?” 

Zheng Xu was a typical technical talent. He was even a bit of a bookworm, and he spoke without any 

scruples. 

“Researcher Zheng, I’m offering 750000 Yuan per kilogram for this batch of Cordyceps ...” Lin Zhongming 

said with a bitter smile. 



“Yes!” Zheng Xu immediately nodded and said,”in terms of the quality of the wormgrass, this price is 

quite reasonable!” 

“Who said I wasn ‘t?” Lin Zhongming smiled bitterly. “We’ve already agreed on the conditions and only 

needed to sign the contract. Because our East China District doesn’t have enough authority, I reported 

to the leader of the chain company as usual to apply for authority. I didn’t expect the chain company to 

immediately send a purchasing manager over ...” 
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Chapter 1322: Both parties are satisfied (2) 

 

Lin Zhongming paused and said with resentment,”Manager Chen left us as soon as he came. After seeing 

this batch of wormgrass, he offered President Xia a purchase price of 500000 Yuan. As you can see, the 

negotiation couldn’t go on!” 

Zheng Xu slapped the table and said,”” 500 thousand? Wasn’t this nonsense? Does he even understand 

the business?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”CEO Tang, researcher Zheng, I’m not sure if Chen shun is familiar with this 

business. However, the purchasing Specialist he brought with him personally appraised this batch of 

wormgrass and agreed with brother Lin’s initial offer. Although he spoke very softly, I happen to have 

sharp ears and accidentally heard it ... However, Chen shun still gave such an outrageous price after 

listening to the purchasing specialist’s opinion. It’s a little confusing ...” 

Although Tang weiran had a rough idea of what had happened, she had only heard about it. Now that 

Zheng Xu had personally identified this batch of wormgrass and agreed with the price set by Lin 

Zhongming, and Chen shun’s price was lower by 250000 Yuan, which was equivalent to cutting it by one 

– third, Tang weiran felt more intuitively. 

Moreover, the details that Xia ruofei had mentioned were even more thought – provoking now that he 

thought about it. 

Tang weiran’s face darkened and she said,”you’re treating work like a game!” This time, it must be dealt 

with seriously! No matter who was involved, they would be punished and dismissed! It’s time to clean 

up the chain company’s atmosphere!” 

Tang weiran’s words had basically confirmed Chen shun’s fate. Unsurprisingly, Chen Weinan would also 

be affected. He was a big fish, enough to stir up the chain companies ... 

Xia ruofei ignored Tang weiran’s flattery and said with a smile,””President Tang, if you have no doubts 

about the quality of aweto, then we can talk about our cooperation ...” 

“No doubt!” Tang Wei Ran quickly said. 



Although Xia ruofei had only taken out a sample, he knew that Xia ruofei would not play any tricks. After 

all, everything had to be checked before the agreement was signed. There was no point in playing any 

tricks now. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”brother Lin gave us a price. It’s 750000 Yuan per kilogram ...” 

“Our Tongren Hall is very interested in this batch of wormgrass. I can make the decision to increase the 

unit price by 30000 Yuan and buy them at 780000 Yuan!” Tang weiran didn’t wait for Xia ruofei to finish 

and said hurriedly. 

Xia ruofei was also speechless. In fact, he just wanted to continue the transaction at this price, but Tang 

weiran raised the purchase price himself. Xia ruofei couldn’t refuse the money that came to his door. 

He nodded and said,”I have no objections to this price, but ...” 

“I understand, President Xia!” Tang weiran interrupted Xia ruofei again and said,”we will deal with Chen 

shun and Chen Weinan quickly and seriously. I will report to Chairman Wei immediately and we will 

have the preliminary opinions by today!” We can sign the contract tomorrow. ” 

Xia ruofei’s face was full of black lines. When did I want to talk about Chen shun? 

In fact, Xia ruofei wanted to propose two conditions, but Tang weiran thought that he understood Xia 

ruofei’s mind, so he successfully interrupted him again. 

After all, in Tang weiran’s heart, Xia ruofei was already a second generation and was probably a very 

powerful person among the second generation. In his opinion, such a person might not care much about 

money, but he would definitely care a lot about face. 

Tang weiran looked at Xia ruofei expectantly. He felt that Xia ruofei was sincere enough. Not only did 

she raise the price, but it was already evening. It was definitely unprecedented for a state – owned 

enterprise to settle the deal today. 

Xia ruofei could only follow Tang weiran’s words helplessly. He nodded and said,””Alright, we’ll talk 

about the contract tomorrow. But ... I have two more conditions that I hope President tang can agree 

to.” 

“Please speak, President Xia!” Tang Wei Ran said nervously. 

He was worried that Xia ruofei was still not satisfied. If she came up with more difficult conditions, he 

would be in a dilemma again. 

Speaking of which, as a Department – Level leader of a state – owned enterprise, this trip was also quite 

sullen. 

However, Tang weiran was the group leader in charge of the chain company. He was not responsible for 

the chain company’s problems. Moreover, he was Wei Jianming’s confidant. This kind of thankless job 

was ordered by Wei Jianming, so he had to do it. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”First, we hope that we can pay the bulk of the goods as soon as possible after the 

agreement is signed. To be specific, we hope that we can pay at least 100 million in four days.” 



Tang weiran was slightly relieved. Tongren Tang had branches all over the country, so its cash flow was 

quite abundant. Even if they paid in full, there would be no problem. Four days would be enough. 

“That’s not a problem, I can agree to it right now!”He immediately replied. 

“Then, thank you, President Tang.” Xia ruofei said,”as for the second point, I hope that the main body of 

the contract with us is not the chain company or the Tongren Tang Group, but the East China region. To 

be exact, I hope to sign with brother Lin.” 
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Chapter 1323: Both parties are satisfied (3) 

 

Lin Zhongming looked at Xia ruofei with a grateful and excited expression. 

Xia ruofei was giving him a golden achievement! It was definitely a big gift! 

Even if the purchase price was 780000 Yuan, with Tongren Hall’s powerful channels and a large number 

of high – end consumers, this batch of goods would still be profitable. Even if the peach blossom 

company earned the majority of the profits, the invisible boost to the brand’s popularity would still be 

invaluable. 

Such an achievement was enough for Lin Zhongming to quickly gain a firm foothold in the East China 

region and establish his prestige. In the future, his Foundation would be even more solid. 

Tang weiran had long noticed that Xia ruofei took care of Lin Zhongming. Even if they did not sign the 

contract under the name of East China District, he decided to promote Lin Zhongming at the appropriate 

time to show his goodwill to Xia ruofei. 

Moreover, for a leader like Tang weiran, he didn’t need to compete with Lin Zhongming for this 

performance. 

Therefore, he said without hesitation,”yes!” This is a job that comrade Zhongming personally came 

down to do!” 

“Then there’s no problem!” Xia ruofei stood up and extended his hand to Tang weiran across the 

conference table. He smiled and said,”President Tang, I wish us a happy cooperation!” 

“Happy cooperation!” Tang weiran stood up and shook hands with Xia ruofei. 

He even felt that his palms were sweating. It was rare for a Department – Level state – owned enterprise 

leader to be so nervous in front of a young boss in his twenties. 

“We’ve prepared some wine in the canteen. Please come with us, President Tang!” Xia ruofei smiled and 

said,”you can have a few more drinks tonight and then rest at our farm. The conditions are limited, I 

hope you don’t mind.” 

Xia ruofei still gave the necessary respect to this Child of Fortune. 



“No, no, no!” Tang Wei Ran quickly said,”we can’t ask for more! People like us who have been living in a 

forest of reinforced concrete all year round have a lot of yearning for such a rural life!” 

“Then, President Tang, you can stay for a few more days!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’ll provide you 

with food and accommodation!” 

Everyone burst into laughter. They had reached a consensus on the most important part, so everyone 

was more relaxed. 

It was almost time to get off work in the evening, so Xia ruofei took Tang weiran and the others to the 

cafeteria directly. 

Although Xia ruofei didn’t give any special instructions, Feng Jing had already arranged for the cafeteria 

to prepare dinner after confirming Tang weiran’s identity. When everyone arrived at the cafeteria, 

Taoyuan’s specialty dishes were served. 

Tang weiran was naturally full of praise for the delicious Peach Garden vegetables and the mellow 

Drunken Eight Immortals liquor. Moreover, this was not a false boast. At least 80% to 90% of it came 

from the bottom of her heart. Even the leaders of the companies who were tested on alcohol could not 

remain calm when faced with the double taste of Peach Garden vegetables and Drunken Eight 

Immortals liquor. 

Lin Zhongming was the most excited. He repeatedly toasted to Xia ruofei to express his gratitude. At the 

same time, he didn’t forget to toast to Tang weiran, the boss of his boss’s boss ‘boss. 

Lin Zhongming wanted to leave a deep impression in the leader’s mind, and Tang weiran was also willing 

to treat Lin Zhongming differently to be on good terms with Xia ruofei. Therefore, his attitude was very 

kind and he even chatted with Lin Zhongming for a long time. Lin Zhongming couldn’t help but feel 

flattered and grateful to Xia ruofei. 

The dinner was a happy one. Xia ruofei had solved the capital problem and didn’t need to use overseas 

funds. Tang weiran had completed the task that Wei Jianming had given her. Moreover, things were 

developing in the best direction of “turning bad things into good things”, so they were both in a good 

mood. 

In comparison, some people in the capital were in a terrible mood. 

When Chen Weinan finally got the news, it was already too late. His mood at that time was like the 39th 

day had suddenly fallen into an ice cave ... 
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Chapter 1324: a great disaster befalls (1) 

 

Chen Weinan was sulking in his office when he received the call. 



He didn’t know if he was angry at his nephew for being so disappointing or that Lin Zhongming was 

unreliable. 

Chen Weinan was very clear about his incompetent nephew. He could only believe 30 – 40% of what he 

said. As for what the real situation was, he would only know after he had a detailed understanding. 

Just as Chen Weinan was smoking in his office, his phone rang. 

The person who called was an old classmate of his. He worked at the group’s headquarters and had a 

similar rank as him. However, his authority was not comparable to that of a leader of a subsidiary 

company. 

So Chen Weinan immediately got rid of the negative emotions, adjusted his mood, and answered the 

phone. 

“Old Ma!” Chen Weinan laughed heartily and said. How come a busy man like you has the time to look 

for me today? Don’t tell me you’re thinking about the two bottles of Maotai at home?” 

On the other end of the phone, old Ma was not in the mood to joke. He lowered his voice and said 

solemnly,””Our Discipline Inspection team is currently investigating Chen shun’s matter. President Tang 

has already personally gone to San Shan to repair the relationship with the peach blossom company. 

You might also have some trouble on your side, so quickly think of a solution!” 

Old Ma finished his words quickly and hung up the phone without waiting for Chen Weinan to reply. 

Chen Weinan heard the busy tone from the phone and was dumbfounded. He still held the phone in his 

hand, but his brain was in a mess ... 

Old Ma’s phone call made Chen Weinan feel that a disaster was imminent. 

Although he was working in a company, it was still within the system, and he could even reach a division 

– Level position. Chen Weinan’s sensitivity was no less than that of people in the government. 

Old Ma’s phone call gave him a very dangerous signal. 

First of all, old Ma was very careful. He hung up the phone after he finished speaking in a hurry. It could 

be seen that the matter was very serious. Old Ma had taken the risk to tip him off. No matter how this 

matter was handled, he owed him a big favor. 

In addition, although old Ma’s words were short, the information was quite rich. 

The first reason was that the group’s Discipline Inspection had directly intervened and so quickly. He 

hadn’t heard anything about it in advance and had been investigating in secret. 

Secondly, President Tang of the corporation actually went to San Shan to carry out crisis public relations 

in person, explaining the seriousness of the situation. At the same time, it also reflected the deep 

background of this company. 

In addition, old Ma also said that even he, Chen Weinan, was in trouble, which explained the problem 

even more. 



Chen Weinan knew that this disappointing nephew of his had probably poked a hole in the sky this time. 

Moreover, when he called Chen shun in the morning, Chen shun definitely did not tell the truth. The 

matter was definitely not as simple as Lin Zhongming being a traitor and colluding with the peach 

blossom company to cheat funds. 

Chen Weinan almost fainted. This time, he was really screwed. 

He took a few deep breaths and forced himself to calm down. There was no use in losing his mind now. 

The most important thing was to get through the crisis. 

Chen Weinan quickly made a decision. 

He didn’t immediately look for his close superior. At this time, unless they were very close, most people 

would definitely choose to protect themselves and avoid him. 

Chen Weinan’s first call was to Chen shun. 

This was because Chen Weinan had already realized that the key to solving the problem was paradise 

Corporation. 

As long as he could obtain the forgiveness of the Paradise Corporation, the possibility of him getting 

through this safely would increase greatly. Otherwise, no matter how much he begged, he would 

probably not be able to escape the fate of being severely punished. 

Chen Weinan found Chen shun’s phone and dialed it, while praying that Chen shun was not on the plane 

back to the capital. 

...... 

In fact, Chen shun was not in such a hurry to return to the capital. 

It was not easy for him to come to the South. Although he did not succeed and was still angry, he did not 

want to make a wasted trip. 

After all, this was a public business trip. The return tickets, city transportation, accommodation, meals, 

and so on could be reimbursed. Moreover, there was a 200 to 300 yuan travel allowance every day. 

Where else could he find such a good deal? 

So, he had long forgotten about the unpleasant things in the morning. In the afternoon, he went to visit 

the scenic spots in Sanshan with the purchasing Commissioner. He was also planning to rent a car to 

Zhang Gang tomorrow to eat seafood and play by the beach. It would be a worthwhile trip. 

The reason why he brought the purchasing Specialist along was that, on one hand, they were going on a 

business trip together, and he couldn’t go back first. On the other hand, he wanted to give him some 

benefits to gamble on his mouth. After all, Chen shun and the purchasing Specialist were well aware of 

the quality of the batch of Cordyceps. When they went back, they would make the purchasing Specialist 

insist that the quality was average, so they would have to give him some small favors to win him over. 

When he received Chen Weinan’s call, Chen shun was still playing in the most famous San Fang Qi Street 

in the San Shan city. He was walking in the antique alleys and enjoying the night view of the alleys. He 

was in a very good mood. 



Seeing that it was Chen Weinan’s call, Chen shun picked up the phone indifferently, even though it was 

noisy with people around him,””Second uncle, what’s the matter?” 

Chen Weinan was almost roaring as he asked,”What are you doing? You can’t even handle such a small 

matter and you’ve caused me so much trouble! Are you trying to get me killed?” 

Chen shun was dumbfounded. He asked,”Second uncle, I ... I didn’t cause any trouble! I’m still at the 

three mountains! You’re not mistaken, are you?” 

“No trouble?” Chen Weinan coldly said. You didn’t cause the trouble at paradise Corporation? Don’t tell 

me it’s me?” 
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Chapter 1325: impending disaster (2) 

 

“Paradise Corporation?” Chen shun felt guilty and pretended to be confused,”what’s wrong with the 

Paradise company? The deal didn’t go through, but you can’t blame me for that, right? If you want to 

blame someone, blame their appetite for being too big, and they even colluded with Lin Zhongming ...” 

“Don’t give me that!” Chen Weinan rudely interrupted Chen shun’s words,”do you know that disaster is 

imminent? Tell me the truth, what’s going on?” 

“Second uncle!” Chen shun said stubbornly. I ... I really don’t know what you’re talking about ... What do 

you mean by “disaster is imminent”?” 

“You still don’t admit it?” Chen Weinan said,”I’m telling you! Now the group’s Discipline Inspection 

department is already investigating your matter, and President Tang has even personally rushed to the 

three mountains. You’re only satisfied after you’ve pierced the sky!” 

“What? This ...”Chen shun was dumbfounded.” How is this possible?” 

“I don’t have time for your nonsense!” Chen Weinan said,”tell me honestly, how much is that batch of 

Cordyceps worth? Why would you provoke this company?” 

Chen shun’s body couldn’t help but tremble slightly. He didn’t dare to hide anything anymore and told 

them everything that had happened. 

Then, he immediately explained,”second uncle, this ... Even if I set a low price, at most, it’s just that 

you’re not familiar with the business, right?” Besides, weren’t business negotiations all like this? I’m also 

considering the company’s interests! How is that illegal?” 

“You can explain this to the discipline Inspection team!” Chen Weinan said coldly. 

As soon as Chen shun finished speaking, Chen Weinan understood everything. Who would believe that it 

was for the company’s interests? it was nothing more than this damn person who felt that other people 

didn’t pay attention to him, and the reception was not warm. He also thought that he was the purchaser 

and the representative of a big company, so he was making things difficult for others. 



If the other party was a slightly weaker company, it would be fine even if the business deal didn’t go 

through. 

However, the peach blossom company was obviously not a company that could be manipulated by 

others. Otherwise, President Tang would not have rushed to the three mountains to put out the fire. 

Chen shun panicked and said,”Second uncle, what ... What should we do? You ... You have to save me!” 

Chen shun’s job was enviable in Beijing. It paid well and had a lot of extra income. It was easy to have 

Chen Weinan’s protection. Most importantly, he had no education or ability. It was hard to be hired 

anywhere. At most, he could only do some manual work. But because of Chen Weinan, he not only 

entered the Tongren Tang chain company, but also solved the establishment problem. It could be said 

that he had an iron job! 

If he lost his job, it would be worse than killing him. 

“Now you know to be afraid?” Chen Weinan coldly snorted. Why didn’t you think of the consequences 

when you caused trouble! I’m telling you, it’s too late! I can’t even protect myself now, how do you 

expect me to save you ...” 

“Second uncle, I didn’t know that the other party had such a deep background ... Please ... Please help 

me ...” Chen shun said with a crying face. 

Chen shun was in his twenties, but he actually cried in the street, attracting the attention of passers – 

by. 

The purchasing Commissioner, who had been shopping with Chen shun, had already understood what 

had happened. He looked at Chen shun with pity, but at the same time, he felt a sense of pleasure for 

some reason. 

Chen Weinan saw that Chen shun was on the verge of a mental breakdown, so he said,”What are you 

howling for? Would crying solve the problem? As a man, don’t you feel ashamed?” 

Chen shun wiped his tears and asked,””Second uncle, what should I do?” 

Chen Weinan’s tone softened a little and said,”The only way out now is to get the understanding of 

paradise Corporation! As long as they give in, the group will be able to deal with it lightly!” 

“I’ll go!”Chen shun quickly said. I’ll go! I’ll go immediately!” 

“President Tang is probably there too,” Chen Weinan said coldly.”Your attitude must be sincere and 

your self – criticism must be deep. It’s best if you can give yourself a few slaps in pain!” Anyway, I’ll do 

whatever it takes to embarrass myself!” 

When Chen shun heard this, he could not help but hesitate. 

As a man of the capital, his face was bigger than the sky. If he were to humiliate himself according to 

Chen Weinan’s words, it would be worse than killing him. 

“If you still want to keep your job, you’d better do as I say!” Chen Weinan said coldly. 



When Chen Weinan talked about work, Chen shun immediately quivered and said bitterly,””I 

understand, second uncle, I’ll go now ...” 

After hanging up the phone, Chen shun quickly walked out of the street. In the entire third workshop 

and Seventh Street, no motor vehicles could enter. Even if he wanted to take a taxi, he had to go to the 

main street outside. 

The purchasing Commissioner thought for a moment, hesitated for a moment, and quickly followed. 

He was relaxed when he was strolling, and he had unknowingly walked deep into the alley. Now, Chen 

shun was burning with anxiety, but he felt that the alley was so long. He ran all the way and was panting, 

but he still had not reached the outside. 

Finally seeing the lights on the other side, Chen shun sped up and stopped a taxi on the side of the 

street. He jumped into the car and said hurriedly,””Sir, to Taoyuan farm!” 

The taxi driver saw Chen shun’s ferocious face, and Tao Yuan farm was in the remote suburbs. He 

couldn’t help but feel nervous. This couldn’t be a robbery, right? 
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Chapter 1326: impending disaster (3) 

 

Chen shun saw that the driver didn’t move and couldn’t help but say anxiously,””Hurry up and drive! I 

have something urgent to attend to ...” 

“Sir, you ... Why don’t you change to another car?” The taxi driver said hesitantly,”Taoyuan farm is too 

remote. I don’t usually go out of the city at night ...” 

“You want to refuse?” Chen shun glared at the driver.”I’ll file a complaint against you!” 

Chen shun’s impolite attitude also made the taxi driver a little angry. Moreover, this was a busy street, 

so the driver was not afraid of Chen shun. He turned off the engine and leaned back in the seat, saying, 

“I’m sorry, the car suddenly broke down, so I can’t leave even if I wanted to! If you want to file a 

complaint, go ahead! Don’t forget to record the car number!” 

“You!” Chen shun was already in a bad mood, and after hearing the driver’s words, he wanted to fight 

him even more. 

However, he was in a hurry at the moment and didn’t have the mood to create more trouble. He could 

only glare at the driver and said,””I’ll definitely file a complaint against you!” 

With that, he opened the door and got out of the car, then slammed the door shut. 

The driver started the engine again and said,””Go complain if you want! Who knows if you’re a robber 

or not! Taking a taxi to the wilderness in the middle of the night!” 

With that, he stepped on the gas and the car drove away. 



Chen shun was stomping his feet in anger. This was truly a case of a leaking House meeting a rainy night, 

and a ship meeting a headwind again! 

Previously, Chen shun had run so fast that the purchasing Commissioner could not catch up with him. He 

only ran out of the alley now. 

When Chen shun saw him, he said,”what are you waiting for?” Hurry up and stop a car! Remember to 

pay up first!” 

He didn’t want to be misunderstood as a car Bandit again. 

Finally, they managed to hail a taxi. Chen shun and the purchasing Commissioner got in the car and 

hurried to Taoyuan farm. 

...... 

On the farm, Xia ruofei, Tang weiran, and the others had drunk just right. They were a little tipsy, but 

not too much. 

Tang weiran was in a good mood. After dinner, she wanted to visit the farm. 

Actually, it was late at night and it was winter. Xia ruofei really couldn’t figure out what was there to see. 

However, for the sake of the one hundred million Yuan order, Xia ruofei agreed. 

He asked ye Lingyun to find an electric patrol car. In addition to the driver, there were two rows of seats 

facing each other at the back, which could seat six people if squeezed. 

Xia ruofei and Lin Zhongming were sitting opposite Tang weiran and Zheng Xu. As for Feng Jing, she was 

a girl. Xia ruofei didn’t want her to be exposed to the wind, so he asked her to go back and rest. 

Xia ruofei asked the veteran to drive around the farm and try to turn to places other than the orchard. 

Along the way, he gave a brief introduction to the situation on his farm. 

The car wasn’t going very fast and he was still wrapped in a coat. Moreover, his body was hot after 

drinking, so Tang weiran didn’t curl up into a ball. He listened to Xia ruofei’s explanation with great 

interest and even praised her from time to time. 

Of course, it was mostly flattery. In such a short time, and in the middle of the night, how could she 

really see anything different? 

The electric car drove along the extended greenhouse and cold storage, which was basically the route 

that the Veterans usually patrolled. 

After going around this area, he would be near the gate of the farm. Next, he would enter the area 

where the first phase of the farm had been built. It also included neat vegetable greenhouses, Pomfret 

breeding workshop, Tea Studio, Tiandi fengdou production studio, and employee apartments. 

However, when the car arrived at the gate, everyone saw two bright car lights. They could vaguely see a 

small car parked outside the cordon at the gate. 

Who would be here in the middle of the night? Xia ruofei muttered in his heart. 



The veteran who was on duty at the entrance today quickly walked over and said,””Chairman, two 

people who claimed to be Tongren Hall’s staff just came to the door and said they want to see you!” 

Chapter 1327: it’s too late to regret (1) 

 

Xia ruofei didn’t expect it to be Chen shun. He thought that Chen shun was already in the capital. After 

all, Tang weiran had already rushed to the three mountains from the capital. 

He did not expect Chen shun to be so ambitious. He did not complete anything on his business trip to 

the three mountains and caused a big mess, but he was still in the mood to travel on public expense. 

So, Xia ruofei looked at Tang weiran who was sitting opposite him in surprise. He smiled and 

said,””President Tang, you’ve brought people with you? Why is he with you?” 

Tang Wei Ran was also confused and said,””No, I didn ‘t! I came in a hurry this time, so I only brought 

Zheng Xu with me ...” 

Xia ruofei was stunned. He jumped out of the car and walked to the door. 

He couldn’t see very clearly under the light of the car opposite him. He could only see two dark figures. 

Chen shun could see clearly with the help of the light. When he saw Xia ruofei, he quickly called 

out,””President Xia, President Xia, it’s me! Chen shun ... I ... I’m here to apologize to you ...” 

Hearing Chen shun’s voice, Xia ruofei turned around and walked back without thinking. 

There was really nothing to talk about with this person. 

“President Xia, please hold on!” Chen shun said anxiously. I ... I’ve realized my mistake. Please give me 

another chance!” 

When Chen shun saw Xia ruofei leave without looking back, he was so anxious that he rushed into the 

house. Chen Weinan had already explained the seriousness of the matter clearly. If he couldn’t get the 

forgiveness of the Paradise company this time, then his hard – won formal establishment would 

probably be ruined. 

However, the well – trained veteran soldiers wouldn’t let him charge in just like that. 

The two veterans who were on shift duty at the gate took a step forward at the same time with great 

tacit understanding. Chen shun suddenly felt as if he had hit a wall, and his whole body was bounced 

back a few steps. 

“Let me in!” Chen shun shouted,”I’m not causing trouble. I’m just here to apologize to President Xia!” 

The two seasoned soldiers, however, stood in place expressionlessly. They opened their arms and 

blocked Chen shun’s way. No matter how hard Chen shun tried, the two were as firm as mountains. 

Even eight of him added up would not be a match for one veteran. 

“Enough!” 

Just as Chen shun was trying to get in, Tang weiran finally got out of the car and shouted. 



“Chen shun! What are you doing here?” Tang Wei Ran glared at Chen shun in disgust and asked coldly. 

Chen shun was stunned for a moment before he reacted. This was president Tang of the corporation! He 

was in charge of chain companies. 

His legs went soft and he almost couldn’t stand. He had to put his hand on the veteran’s body to prevent 

himself from falling down. 

“D – D – President ... Tang!” Chen shun stuttered,”I’m even ...” 

“I know you’re Chen shun, the purchasing manager of the chain company!” Tang weiran interrupted 

Chen shun impatiently,”I’m asking you, what are you doing at the peach blossom company?” 

To be honest, if Chen shun didn’t introduce himself to Xia ruofei, Tang weiran wouldn’t have known who 

Chen shun was. He was the Vice President of the group. How could he know a small manager of a chain 

company? Even if they had seen each other once or twice, they would definitely not have any 

impression. 

“President Tang, I made a mistake during the negotiation this morning. It was caused by my ineptitude. I 

... I’ve realized my mistake. I ... I want to apologize to President Xia ...” Chen shun quickly said. 

Tang weiran’s eyes flashed with a trace of anger. Chen shun’s words proved that he was still hoping for a 

fluke. He didn’t have the attitude that he should have when he realized his mistake. 

“President Xia doesn’t need your apology!” Tang weiran said in disgust. The company will find out 

what’s wrong with you. Go back!” 

Tang weiran said and walked towards Xia ruofei. 

After taking two steps, Tang weiran stopped and turned around. She said in disgust,””Also, don’t disturb 

the normal work order of others! What a scandal it was to make a scene at the door at night! Even if you 

don’t find it embarrassing, I do!” 

After that, Tang weiran ignored Chen shun and chased after Xia ruofei. 

Lin Zhongming sat in the electric car and didn’t get out. He kept staring at Chen shun under the light. 

Seeing Chen shun’s desperate look, he didn’t feel any pity at all. As long as he thought of Chen shun’s 

face during the day, he couldn’t help but feel happy. 

Xia ruofei and Tang weiran got into the car one after another. Xia ruofei said calmly,””Drive! Let’s 

continue the tour ...” 

Tang Wei Ran looked guilty and said,””President Xia, I’m sorry! Our group’s employees are disturbing 

you ...” 

Tang weiran even used honorifics. It could be seen how nervous he was at this time. 

In fact, Tang weiran hated Chen shun to the core. Not only did he cause a lot of trouble, but he had also 

tried his best to appease Xia ruofei. They had a good chat, but Chen shun suddenly came up with a 

“humble apology”, which ruined everyone’s mood. 



Xia ruofei didn’t really mind. In fact, a nobody like Chen shun was not even worth Xia ruofei’s attention. 

It was even more difficult for him to be moved. 

However, it was not Xia ruofei’s style to be bullied by others. He was like this in the Army. Who in the 

Army did not have guts? Xia ruofei could still clearly remember what old Luo had said to him when he 

was given the first opportunity to take leave after the lower company. 
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Squad leader old Luo’s original words were,”we must abide by discipline when we go out. We can’t 

cause trouble for no reason. However, we don’t cause trouble, but we are not afraid of trouble!” Even if 

it’s a fight, as long as you’re in the right, I’ll take the blame for you! But there’s one thing, if you lose in a 

fight, don’t blame me for punishing you!” 

Therefore, even though Xia ruofei was usually kind to everyone, he was never a kind person. If no one 

provoked him, he would naturally be humble. However, Xia ruofei would never be polite to anyone who 

was stupid enough to walk right into his trap. 

Xia ruofei had only stepped on Chen shun in passing, but he had already caused Chen shun to be in 

trouble. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”it’s just a small incident. It’s not that serious.” Besides ... Isn’t this guy no 

longer an employee of your company soon?” 

Tang Wei Ran nodded with a smile and said,”we must get rid of these black sheep!” After Chairman Wei 

took office, he has been working hard to build up the internal atmosphere, hoping to create an internal 

atmosphere of peace and harmony. I think this incident can be used as a negative example and let the 

whole company take it as a warning!” 

Unconsciously, Tang weiran’s impression of Chen shun had become more serious. If Chen shun knew 

about this, she wondered how he would feel. 

However, based on the principle that the more lice there were, the less itchy it would be, it probably 

wouldn’t cause a greater psychological impact on Chen shun. 

At this moment, Chen shun was like a dead man. He stood at the door and looked at the electric car that 

Xia ruofei and Tang weiran were on. The car drove further and further away until even the red tail lights 

disappeared. 

The purchasing agent he brought with him stood to the side with some pity and did not say anything. 

However, the taxi driver was a little impatient. He poked his head out of the car and asked in Mandarin 

with a heavy Sanshan accent,””Are you guys still going?” 

They had already agreed to use his car to go back and forth, and he would not stop the clock. 

Chen shun turned a deaf ear, as if external stimulation had no effect on him. 



The purchasing Commissioner quickly said a few good words to the taxi driver and handed him a 

cigarette. Then, he walked to Chen shun and whispered,””Manager Chen ...” 

The purchasing Commissioner called him a few times, but Chen shun didn’t respond. In the end, he 

patted him a few times before he came back to his senses. 

“Manager Chen, it’s useless for us to waste our time here,” the purchasing Commissioner said in a low 

voice.”I think ... We should go back to Beijing as soon as possible and find President Chen to think of a 

way!” 

It was like Chen shun had seen a ray of light in the dark night. He immediately regained his strength and 

said,”Yes, yes, yes! Let’s go back to the capital! Return to the capital immediately! Go online and check if 

there are any more flights to Beijing tonight. Book the tickets first and we’ll go to the airport directly!” 

“Manager Chen, our luggage is still in the city!” The purchasing Commissioner said. 

“Then book me a ticket first!” Chen shun said impatiently. After you send me to the airport, you can go 

back to the city. You can go back by yourself tomorrow morning!” 

“Alright!” The purchasing Commissioner didn’t dare to say anything more and quickly agreed. 

The two of them got into the taxi again. When the driver heard that they were going to the airport first 

before returning to the city, he didn’t say anything and started the car. 

Anyway, they had to watch the entire journey, so they could go to as many places as they wanted. 

Besides, the airport was not far from here, so it was just a matter of taking a detour. 

Chen shun took the red – Eye flight with his last trace of hope and finally set foot on the land of Beijing 

at oneo’ clock in the morning. 

The nightmare – like business trip experience was unbearable for him. 

Although it was already very late, Chen shun couldn’t wait to call Chen Weinan as soon as he got off the 

plane. 

Chen Weinan also had a hard time sleeping. After he called Chen shun, he immediately began to contact 

all the leaders, classmates, and friends who might be able to help. 

However, the more he called, the colder his heart became. Everyone avoided him like a snake or 

Scorpion. After a phone call, he didn’t get anything. 

Then, Chen Weinan, who was like an ant on a hot pan, called Chen shun. In Chen Weinan’s heart, this 

was the last straw to save his life, although the hope was very slim. 

However, Chen shun had just boarded the plane and his phone was turned off. 

Just like that, Chen Weinan finally got a call from Chen shun. He couldn’t wait to answer the phone. 

“Chen shun, how’s the situation?” Chen Weinan asked urgently. 

“Second uncle, they won’t even let us in!” Chen shun said with a crying face. 



Chen Weinan suddenly felt as if a bucket of cold water had been poured on him, and his hands and feet 

were a little stiff. 

“Can’t you think of a way!” “What did I tell you before?” Chen Weinan said in anger and anxiety. 

“I’ve already begged my grandfather and grandmother,”Chen Weinan said with a sobbing tone,”I’m just 

short of kneeling down to him, but it’s useless! Second uncle, President Tang is with the boss of the 

Paradise Corporation. President Tang scolded me and asked me to leave immediately and not disturb 

them ...” 

“You ...” Chen Weinan felt as if all the strength in his body had been sucked out, and he finally asked 

weakly,”then why did you call me?” 

“Second uncle, I’m already in Beijing, let’s think of a way together!” Said Chen Weinan. 

Chen Weinan was so angry that smoke came out of his seven orifices,”what’s the use of you coming 

back?!” I can’t even protect myself now! What can I use to help you!” 

Chen Weinan was completely speechless towards his stupid nephew. 

If it was him, he would have stayed at the door no matter what Tang weiran said. If he really couldn’t do 

it, he could just kneel at the door for a night and throw away his face. What if the other party was 

moved by compassion? 

Of the three brothers, two of them had daughters. Chen shun was the only male in the next generation, 

so they doted on him very much. However, most children who grew up in this environment were 

useless. 

Now Chen Weinan regretted not helping his brother to discipline Chen shun. As a result, he had grown 

up to be such a scammer. 

No, it was a “scammer”! 

“Second uncle, you can’t just leave me alone!” “I ... If I lose my job, I won’t be able to find a wife 

anymore ...” Chen shun cried out. 

Chen Weinan was annoyed and said,”I also have to manage it!” Alright, alright, you can go back first! 

We’ll talk about it tomorrow ...” 

“Then, about my work ...” 

“I’ll think of another way tomorrow!” Chen Weinan interrupted Chen shun and hung up the phone. 

In fact, even Chen Weinan himself did not believe this, but Chen shun did. 

He felt a little more at ease. He took a taxi home from the airport, washed his hair, and went to sleep. 

Chen Weinan, on the other hand, had a sleepless night. 

The next day, as soon as he arrived at the company, two middle – aged Men in Black jackets were 

already waiting at the door of his office. 



“Are you comrade Chen Weinan?” One of them said expressionlessly,”we’re from the group’s Discipline 

Inspection team. We need to find you to understand the situation. Please come with us!” 

Chen Weinan’s heart was like dead ashes. He had already had a bad feeling about the situation, but he 

didn’t expect this moment to come so soon. 

Yesterday, Chen shun had only been at the three mountains for half a day and one night, but the 

discipline Inspection had already taken measures against him. 

Chen Weinan didn’t know that it was because he had incited Chen shun to go to Tao Yuan farm to 

remedy the situation. This made Tang weiran realize that someone in the group had leaked the news. 

So, after he accompanied Xia ruofei to visit the farm, he called Wei Jianming overnight to report, which 

led to the sudden attack of the discipline Inspection team today. 

Chen shun also arrived at the company on time. He rushed to Chen Weinan’s office as soon as he got to 

work. He didn’t expect to run into the discipline Inspection team and see Chen Weinan being held on 

both sides. 

Chen shun was almost scared out of his wits. He subconsciously turned around and walked back. 

However, they had already been discovered by a sharp – eyed disciplinary officer. One of them shouted 

in a dignified manner,””You must be Chen shun! Don’t go! Come back with us to be investigated!” 

Under everyone’s gazes, Chen shun stopped. He slowly turned his head back with a pale face, his heart 

filled with despair ... 

Chapter 1329: The first appearance of the Chinese perch_1 

 

Just as Chen shun and Chen Weinan were being taken away by the discipline Inspection team in despair, 

a contract signing event involving hundreds of millions of dollars was going on at the three mountains 

Paradise Farm thousands of miles away. 

There was no grand ceremony, nor was there a lot of media support. Only less than ten people from 

both sides were present. The scene of the signing ceremony was a little low – Key compared to its actual 

value. 

It must be known that this contract involved a total of 136.6 kilograms of top quality Cordyceps, and the 

purchase price for this Cordyceps was 780000 Chinese dollars per kilogram, which was equivalent to a 

total transaction amount of 106 million Yuan. 

And this was not a one – time deal. The contract also stated that for the next three years, peach blossom 

company would provide no less than 200 kilograms of Cordyceps sinensis of the same quality every year, 

and the purchase price would increase by 5% every year. 

According to the total contract amount, it had already reached 500 to 600 million Chinese dollars. 

Lin Zhongming signed the contract on behalf of Tongren Tang. Under Xia ruofei’s insistence, the main 

body of the contract was signed by Tongren Tang chain company in the East China region. 



As the representative of the group’s leadership, Tang weiran witnessed the entire signing ceremony. 

When Lin Zhongming signed his name, his whole body trembled. This contract was like a golden step, 

and he seemed to see a bright future. 

Xia ruofei was also in a good mood. After signing the contract, not only would the 100 million fund gap 

be solved, but he would not need to use the overseas funds and it would bring more than 6 million in 

cash flow for the company. In the next three years, the company would have an additional revenue of 

100 to 200 million each year. There was nothing better than this result. 

After the negotiations with Chen shun fell through, Xia ruofei did think about cooperating with other 

Chinese medicine companies. Although the process might be a little complicated, the quality of this 

batch of wormgrass was there. He didn’t have to worry about not being able to sell it. 

Of course, after the Tongren Tang Group showed their sincerity, the Vice President Tang weiran came to 

apologize personally and even took the initiative to raise the purchase price. Xia ruofei went with the 

flow and continued to cooperate with Tongren Tang. 

After all, he had already gained some face, so there was no need to be too pretentious. 

Moreover, objectively speaking, Tongren Hall’s channels were very powerful. At least, among the 

Chinese medicine companies in the country, they were one of the best. 

With Xia ruofei’s lazy personality, he would try to avoid as much trouble as possible. He was happy to 

see this result. 

Both parties signed the contract and exchanged it before they both signed it and shook hands. 

The assistant, Liu Qian, pressed the shutter in time and took a photo for the information. 

“Happy cooperation, President Xia!” Lin Zhongming said with some excitement. 

“Big brother Lin, it’s a pleasure working with you!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“President Xia, I will personally follow up on the funds. I promise that the transaction will be completed 

within two days!” Tang weiran said happily. 

Because the transaction amount was beyond the authority of the East China region, it had to be 

approved by the Tongren Tang chain company in Beijing. The East China region also needed time to 

mobilize the liquid funds. 

However, Tang weiran had personally guaranteed that there would be no problem with the funds. 

Even if it was an ordinary acquisition contract, Tongren Tang rarely delayed or even reneged on the 

debt. After all, the reputation of a century – old company was still very important. However, the 

accounting period might be longer. In this era where channels were King, Tongren Tang, who had such a 

huge sales channel, was the strong party in most of the transactions. 

“Then I’ll leave it to you, President Tang!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”we are indeed in a hurry to use this 

money. We’ve really troubled you ...” 



“No, no, no!” Tang Wei Ran said,”we’ll hand over the money and the goods at the same time. This is a 

natural thing to do! President Xia is already very supportive of us by giving us three days to raise the 

funds!” 

Tang weiran was just saying nice things. They weren’t buying vegetables on the street. How could they 

hand over the money and the goods? 

This was for pharmaceutical companies. If it was a supermarket or other retail channels, they would 

transfer the goods in advance. After the goods were sold, there would be a three to six months 

accounting period. From time to time, they would even ask the suppliers to participate in various 

promotions to reduce their profits and transfer the cost of their promotions. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”President Tang, brother Lin, don’t be in a hurry to leave. Let’s have a few 

more drinks this afternoon. Also ... I have something good for you to try!” 

“Oh?” Tang Wei Ran’s eyes lit up. 

The peach Garden vegetables he had tasted last night had already left a deep impression on him. The 

Drunken Eight Immortals wine was even more so. 

Tang Wei Ran couldn’t help but ask,””President Xia, could it be that your company has a new product?” 

Xia ruofei smiled mysteriously and said,””You’ll know when the time comes! It can be considered our 

new product! Please give us your valuable opinions after you’ve tried it!” 

“Then we have to have a good taste!” Tang weiran said with great interest,”President Xia is really 

capable! Your company hasn’t been established for a long time, but it’s doing well in the field of 

agricultural products, Traditional Chinese Medicine, and even in the field of cosmetics. Every product is 

eye – catching!” 

Tang Wei Ran had been working in a company for so many years, so she had a very unique vision. 

In the two days he had been at the Paradise company, he had naturally collected some information 

about the company. 

She didn’t know if she didn’t look, but she was shocked when she did. 
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Whether it was the growing influence of Taoyuan vegetables, the popular Jushi cream, the top – grade 

abalone, or the Ironhide maple and Cordyceps that Tongren Hall was cooperating with, almost every 

product was of the highest quality and was at the peak of their field. 

It was just that some of them had a smaller audience, while some faced a wider range of people, so 

society’s reactions were different. 

Tang weiran realized that this young company had great potential in the future. 

Xia ruofei was not just a young man with a strong background. He was definitely capable. 



“You’re too kind, President Tang. ” Xia ruofei said humbly,”compared to a giant company like Tongren 

Tang, we are just a small company ...” 

Tang weiran couldn’t help but feel that Xia ruofei was actually a very gentle young man most of the 

time. It was very comfortable to be with him. Of course, the premise was that they didn’t become his 

enemies. 

Thinking of Chen shun and Chen Weinan, Tang weiran couldn’t help but feel a chill in her heart. This 

young man in front of her seemed harmless, but he was absolutely cold and ruthless to his enemies. 

Even if they couldn’t be friends, they should never go against such a person. 

Of course, it would be even better if they could become friends. 

Just look at the current Lin Zhongming. 

Tang weiran even envied Lin Zhongming, who was much lower in rank than him in the group. It was 

really a stroke of luck for him to be favored and taken care of by Xia ruofei! 

Just as everyone was chatting, Tang weiran’s phone vibrated. 

Tang weiran apologized to Xia ruofei and walked out of the conference room to answer the call. 

After a while, Tang weiran returned to the meeting room. 

He said to Xia ruofei,”Mr. Xia, I just received a call from the company. We’ve basically confirmed that 

Chen shun was negligent in his duties during the negotiation. In addition, he also confessed that in the 

past two years, he had asked for commissions from the suppliers and accepted commercial bribes. Our 

initial punishment is to fire him. According to the follow – up investigation, we will decide whether to 

report this to the economic Investigation Department.” 

Tang weiran paused and continued,””Chen shun’s uncle, Chen Weinan, also has to take the main 

responsibility as the leader in this incident. He also used his position to benefit his relatives and broke 

the rules to solve Chen shun’s staff problem. We’ve basically confirmed this, but his punishment will still 

need to be further investigated before the group will decide.” 

“President Tang, your Discipline Inspection department is very efficient!” Xia ruofei smiled. 

“President Xia, it’s just a matter of making up for it. No matter how well we do it, it can’t cover up the 

problem of poor internal management in our group,” said Tang weiran. I still have to represent the 

corporation here, yes ...” 

“President Tang, it’s not a big deal. You don’t have to keep apologizing.” Xia ruofei waved his hand and 

interrupted Tang weiran.”We’re partners now! In the future, we’ll still need everyone to work together 

and cooperate sincerely!” 

“Yes, yes, yes! Let’s work together!” Tang Wei Ran quickly said. 

A huge weight had finally been lifted off his chest. It was obvious that Xia ruofei was very satisfied with 

this result. Moreover, the collaboration between Tongren Hall and peach blossom company was not 



affected. He even established some personal relationships with Xia ruofei. He had exceeded the task 

that Wei Jianming had given him. 

In this happy atmosphere, everyone naturally chatted very enthusiastically. 

It was almost lunchtime when Liu Qian walked to Xia ruofei’s side and whispered a few words into his 

ear. 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. He stood up and said,””President Tang, big brother Lin, the cafeteria is 

ready. Let’s go over and continue our chat!” 

“Oh? I’ve been itching for President Xia’s new product for a long time!” Tang weiran laughed and stood 

up.”President Xia, you’re still keeping us in suspense ...” 

Everyone laughed in cooperation. 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Appropriate suspense is good for increasing curiosity. The facts have shown that I 

have been very successful. I believe that everyone will taste it more carefully and give us better 

suggestions!” 

After a while, Xia ruofei and the others entered the staff canteen on the first floor. 

Xia ruofei didn’t like to put on airs. Besides, he didn’t have to do things like welcoming and sending 

people off. Hence, there weren’t any private rooms in the staff cafeteria. Customers would eat in the 

main hall as usual, but there would be a round table in the corner of the cafeteria. The other employees 

would also eat in the main hall. Everyone was used to this way and didn’t interfere with each other. 

In fact, Xia ruofei was also excited. 

Because the suspense he had prepared for everyone today was the wild Chinese perch. 

The breeding of pomfrets had been going on for a long time, and the first batch of pomfrets could be 

sold. 

Before this, Xia ruofei had never tasted Chinese perch. He had only learned about this legendary food 

that was on the verge of extinction and its history of being praised by scholars and poets through 

literature. 

Pure wild species breeding, simulated wild environment breeding, precious spirit Heart Flower petal 

solution cultivation ... Under these conditions, could the Chang Jiang Kun fish be as delicious as 

described in the literature? 

Xia ruofei was not confident. 

Hence, Xia ruofei decided to give it a try before it went on sale. 

Coincidentally, Tang weiran, Lin Zhongming, and the others were also there. Xia ruofei had made 

arrangements yesterday to let everyone have a taste today. 

Moreover, he had specially called Ling Xiaotian and invited Su Yu, the Executive Head Chef of the lingji 

food and beverage group, early in the morning to personally cook this “King of fish.” 



Su Yu was Ling Xiaotian’s old buddy. He had been employed when the lingji F & B group was still a small 

restaurant. Now, he was also a senior executive of the lingji F & B group and had even been given a 

small number of the group’s shares. He basically no longer participated in the front line of work. 

However, he was from Sunan and had his own unique experience in cooking anchovy and pomfrets. 

Moreover, he had tasted the taste of wild Chinese perch when he was young and had learned how to 

deal with it from an old local chef. Therefore, he was the most suitable person to cook the Chinese 

perch. 

Xia ruofei invited everyone to take a seat. 

Tang weiran noticed that there were lots on the table and everyone was seated according to their 

names. He was arranged to sit on Xia ruofei’s right, while the seat on Xia ruofei’s left was empty. Lin 

Zhongming, Feng Jing, Zheng Xu, and the others were seated behind him. 

Although Tang weiran felt a little strange that there was a space left, he didn’t say anything. 

After everyone had taken their seats, Cao tieshu’s wife led the restaurant’s service staff to serve the cold 

and hot dishes. The Drunken Eight Immortals wine was also opened and poured into the wine divider. 

Everyone had a small pot in front of them. 

To everyone’s surprise, Xia ruofei did not ask them to pour him wine or raise his glass. Instead, he sat in 

his seat and chatted. 

Even Feng Jing didn’t know what Xia ruofei was up to. When Xia ruofei arranged for Su Yu to come over, 

he had directly informed the cafeteria and asked them to fully cooperate. As for Feng Jing, she had put 

almost all her energy into signing the contract with Tongren Hall, so she naturally wouldn’t take the 

initiative to ask about the matters in the cafeteria. 

Hence, Feng Jing shot Xia ruofei a look, signaling for him to start the conversation. 

After all, Xia ruofei was the host. If he didn’t say anything, no one would be able to move their 

chopsticks. Wouldn’t it be awkward if they continued to sit like this? 

Xia ruofei just smiled and talked to everyone. Fortunately, the awkwardness didn’t last long. Soon, they 

heard footsteps. 

Xia ruofei turned around and immediately smiled.””Uncle Su, come here! You’ve worked hard today!” 

Su Yu was wearing a white chef’s uniform and a tall chef’s hat. He was personally carrying a large oval 

plate and walking over with a smile. 

Su Yu said,”little Xia, you’re still being polite with me!” Besides ... It’s a great surprise for me to be able 

to make the Chinese perch again in my lifetime! There’s no such thing as hard work!” 

Su Yu said as he placed the plate on the empty space reserved in the middle of the turntable on the 

table. 

Everyone’s eyes fell on the steaming hot plate at the same time ... 

 


